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1 Introduction and Terminology

A graph is a collection of points, called vertices connected by lines, called edges.

Some examples of graphs

Graphs have a number of applications, from modeling computer and communication networks to
creating certain types of codes. If two vertices u and v are connected by an edge, we say that
u and v are adjacent. The collection of vertices that are adjacent to a vertex v is called the
neighborhood of v.

2 Graph Colorings

Sometimes, we are interested in coloring the vertices of a graph in a particular manner. A proper

vertex coloring of s graph G is an assignment of colors to the vertices of G so that no two adjacent
vertices are the same color.

A proper coloringNot a proper coloring!
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In the above example, the first coloring is not proper, because two red vertices are adjacent.

There are many interesting problems that can be investigated related to graph colorings. One of
the most widely known results in graph theory, the Four-Color Theorem, is about proper colorings
of graphs that represent (geographic) maps.

A proper vertex coloring of a graph G is an irregular vertex coloring if whenever two vertices
are the same color, their neighborhoods have different color patterns.

An irregular coloringNot an irregular coloring!

The first coloring in the example is proper but not irregular, because the neighborhoods of the two
red vertices have the same color pattern (yellow, blue, green). The irregular chromatic number

of a graph G is the minimum number of colors needed for an irregular vertex coloring of a graph.

Currently Christine Lee, a senior in the math department, is investigating irregular colorings of
graphs. Along with Dr. Ellen Gethner from the computer science department and Phil Wallis, we
are working to determine the irregular chromatic numbers of some classes of graphs. So far, this
has led us to study several interesting mathematical ideas, including elementary counting theory,
DeBruijn sequences and a class of directed graphs known as alphabet-overlap digraphs.

The theory of graph colorings is rich, and fascinating theorems abound. One of our goals is to
try and study the similarities and differences between the classical notion of proper vertex colorings
and the newer concept of irregular vertex colorings. There is great potential for additional exciting
undergraduate research projects in this area and many other areas of graph theory.
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